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PERFECTION LIFT®

TREATMENT
(OR PERFECTION LIFT FORTE)

STEPS

1. CLEANSE 
Apply AGELESS TOTAL FACIAL CLEANSER and cleanse the skin for 1-2 minutes. Remove with tepid water and 
sponges.

2. PREP  
Saturate rough gauze with DEGREASING PREP SOLUTION. Squeeze out excess solution. Using firm pressure, 
swipe gauze in both horizontal and vertical directions over the entire area to be treated. (Optional: Repeat an 
additional 1-2 times for a deeper treatment)
For barrier protection, apply a generous amount of petroleum jelly under lower lash line, around the folds of the 
nose and around entire lip area.

3. PEEL  
Measure 1/8 oz. – 1/4 oz. of PERFECTION LIFT or PERFECTION LIFT FORTE into a medicine cup. Saturate rough 
gauze and squeeze out excess solution. Beginning at the forehead, firmly swipe gauze horizontally then vertically 
in a basket weave pattern. Continue this pattern on the right cheek, left cheek, nose, perioral lip area and neck. 
(Optional: an additional 1-2 layers may be applied to the face; wait 5-7 minutes between each layer. Limit the 
neck to one layer only. For increased client comfort, sit client up between layers to drink a glass of ice water.)
DO NOT NEUTRALIZE – PERFECTION LIFT IS A SELF-NEUTRALIZING SOLUTION.

4. ENHANCE 
Combine 1 full dropper of RETINOL FACIAL ENHANCER with AGELESS TOTAL RETINOL-A CRÈME and apply to 
entire treated area.
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Apply VITAL C HYDRATING EYE RECOVERY GEL to orbital area.

5. PROTECT 
Apply a generous amount of PREVENTION+ DAILY ULTIMATE MOISTURIZER SPF 50 to entire treated area.
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Apply ORMEDIC BALANCING LIP ENHANCEMENT COMPLEX to entire lip area.

FLAWLESS FINISH
Apply I CONCEAL using FOUNDATION BRUSH to create a flawless finish.

HEAL: Provide IMAGE POST TREATMENT KIT to client and review post treatment care.

YANA: Offer the client a complimentary sample of YANA™ DAILY COLLAGEN SHOTS.

INDICATIONS: Advanced aging, advanced hyperpigmentation, advanced acne

TREATMENT TIME: 30 minutes

*Prior to every treatment, review and have client initial and sign the IMAGE INFORMED TREATMENT CONSENT FORM




